RESULT

This is in continuation of the result declared on dated 23.04.2019 and 24.04.2019 by the Haryana Public Service Commission for recommendation of the candidates for the posts of Assistant District Attorney (Group-B) in Prosecution Department against Advertisement No. 2 of 2017 published on 09.05.2017 followed by corrigendum dated 19.06.2018 published in various newspapers.

The result for the five posts of the General Category was kept reserved / vacant and a note was also given i.e. (5 posts kept vacant as per directions of the Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court in CWP's No. 7819/2019, 9658/2019, 9663/2019, 9821/2019 & 10317/2019) and one post for the SC category was kept reserved / vacant and a note was given i.e. (1 post kept vacant as per directions of the Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court in CWP No. 9831/2019).

Now, the matter for these posts (total six posts – 05 for General category & 01 for SC category), which were kept reserved / vacant has been re-considered by the Commission and accordingly the result has been prepared below. The Roll Numbers shown below are in ascending order and not in order of merit.

GENERAL CATEGORY

17974  31156  35057  38199

Note 01: The candidate with Roll No. 38199 was earlier recommend against BCB category in result declared dated on 23.04.2019. Now, this candidate has qualified on his own merit in General category and hence is being recommended in General category.

Note 02: Only 01 post has been kept vacant as per directions of the Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court in CWP No. 17935 / 2018
BCB OF HARYANA

28645

Note: Above candidate i.e. Roll No. 28645 is being recommended in lieu of the Roll No. 38199 who has now been recommended in General category on his own merit.

SC OF HARYANA

22728

Note:

1. Total 190 posts were Advertised by the Commission vide Advertisement No. 2 of 2017 published on 09.05.2017 and followed by corrigendum dated 19.06.2018. Against these posts, 184 candidates were recommended in earlier result dated 23.04.2019 and 05 candidates are now being recommended. Thus leaving only 01 post reserved/ vacant in view of orders passed by Hon’ble Punjab & Haryana High Court in CWP No. 17935/2018 in which Hon’ble Court has directed the Commission to keep 01 post reserved.

2. While preparing the result due care has been taken. However, any inadvertent error cannot be ruled out. The Commission reserves its right to rectify any error at a later stage.


4. This result is also available on Commission’s website http://hpssc.gov.in
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